TBPG RELIEF FOR LICENSE HOLDERS IN DECLARED DISASTER COUNTIES

Counties Under Declaration: Brazoria, Chambers, Galveston, Hardin, Harris, Jasper, Jefferson, Liberty, Matagorda, Montgomery, Newton, Orange and San Jacinto

EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED FOR LICENSE RENEWALS

PG licenses, GIT certifications, and Geoscience Firm registrations in a designated disaster county that are scheduled to expire in September, October, or November of 2019 will be extended to expire on December 31, 2019.

- Licenses that would have expired during these months will not appear in a public license search. TBPG has a link on its website that displays a list of impacted licenses as a supplemental license search. The supplemental license search serves as an online verification of licensure equal to the current online license search.
- Late renewal fee. Normally if a license is renewed 60 days or more after it is expired, a $50 late fee applies. Licenses in disaster counties that would have expired at the end of September, October and November 2019 can renew as late as December 30, 2019 without penalty.

REPLACEMENT OF LICENSE CREDENTIALS AT NO COST

If a PG License, GIT certification, or Geoscience Firm registration certificate or renewal card was lost or destroyed in the storm, please contact TBPG at 512.936.4400 and we will provide a replacement at no cost.

TBPG is committed to assisting our license holders affected by Tropical Storm Imelda. We encourage impacted license holders to contact our office at (512) 936-4400 regarding any issues with renewal applications, new license applications, continuing education, compliance, or any other issue with which we might be able to assist.
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